
Well, we reach the end of another year, and it feels very significant again. We've had
a year with no school closures and exams taking place, so there is a feeling of
normality again. Yet there is still a 'hangover' from the previous two years that all
schools are experiencing, but we will continue to take steps to feeling 'normal' again
and look forward to September when we start all over again!
Last week I invited my two A Level Maths teachers and my French teacher into the
school, which I did for two reasons.

The first reason was to show them the school I am incredibly proud of. As I walked
them around the school site, the classes were calm and focussed, and they made
many comments about how impressed they were with the school. This is all due to
the staff and students, the way they work together and the great relationships they
have with each other. I am so proud the school is seen as calm and purposeful,
especially keeping in mind all the disruptions from the last two years.

The other reason for inviting them was to have a chance to thank them for the input
they had on my life and future. When I left 6th Form, two of these teachers retired
and would have no idea what I went on to do at University; considering they were my
Maths teachers, I wanted to share with them that I went on to complete a Maths
degree and on to complete teacher training, something I am eternally grateful for.
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I then had the privilege of working with my former French teacher for two years when I first joined the
profession and have many great memories of that time. After leaving 6th Form in 1996 and ending 21 years in
education, I thought it was about time I thanked them!

I have encouraged the students to reflect on these two points in assemblies this week. Firstly, to think back and
reflect on what they have achieved and can be proud of this last year. It's always good to remember the positive
things, as so often it's the negative things that seem to be remembered first. And secondly, to make sure they
don't wait as long as I did to say "thank you" to the staff in school who have helped them through this year.

I wish you all the best for the summer, whatever your plans are, and I look forward to seeing everyone in
September.

Mr Bland
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Year 11 Prom 
Class of 2022

What a great night had by all!  

The wonderful arrival of the Class of 2022. Students arrived in a wide range of vehicles, from
limo’s to tanks!  

Everyone looked absolutely stunning. The glitter and glam was a joy to behold! After their
arrival, students and staff gathered in the stands to have a group photo as is now tradition,
before collecting a fruit mocktail and heading into the thick of the party! Students enjoyed a
range of delicious foods such as roasted chicken drumsticks, pizza, fries, chocolate and jam
doughnuts during the night. The dance floor was packed all night. 

There were lots of tired feet by the time their carriages came! 

It was a fantastic way to celebrate the end of their time with us at Stanway.  

Good Luck Class of 2022!  Students arrived in
a wide range of
vehicles, from

limo’s to tanks! 
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We have been very lucky this year to be able to revert back to in person house competitions
and we have had a wide variety of events delivered from the departments across the school. 

The pupils were set a challenge back in September to get involved in at least two
competitions over the year and lots of pupils have achieved this - so well done. 

It was also great to see the whole school out on the field for sports day - well done to
Gainsborough for winning the trophy.

With all the points added up over the thirteen events this year the results of the house
competition are:

1st - Gainsborough - 105pts
2nd - Wellington - 79pts
3rd - Nightingale - 74pts
4th - Shakespeare - 71pts
5th - Rutherford - 59pts

Well done to Gainsbororugh on a huge score - over the year they have won not only sports
day but also the maths, black history and humanities trophies. 

Plans are now in place for the house competitions 2022-23 - can Gainsborough maintain their
place at the top?

                 For regular updates, follow us on Facebook @TheStanwaySchool,                        
Twitter @StanwaySchool and Instagram @stanwayschool1

 

Another successful year of House
Competitions 

The pupils were set a challenge
back in September to get
involved in at least two

competitions over the year and
lots of pupils have achieved this

- so well done. 
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Year 11 Leavers Celebration 
Our Year 11's were treated to a celebration breakfast to mark the end of their GCSE exams
which gave them the chance to unwind after their final exam that morning, to bid farewell to
the school and staff, and of course, to sign each other's shirts.

Mr Bland and Mr Elbourne both gave speeches in which they reminisced over the past 5 years
of their time in school and gave their final words of wisdom.

We wish them all the best as they embark on the next stage of their lives and in the words of
Mr Elbourne himself "We challenge you to surround yourself with friends and to be a good
friend...."

"We challenge you
to surround

yourself with
friends and to be a

good friend...."
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StanFest is Back! 
It has been a great pleasure for the Music and Drama students and teachers to be able to
hold our annual festival of the Arts again, now that lockdowns and performance restrictions
have ended! 

The concept behind ‘Stanfest’ is to celebrate the creativity and passion which our young
people bring to Music and Drama. This two night event takes place in the great outdoors in an
informal setting where guests can enjoy a picnic as they watch. 

The concept
behind ‘Stanfest’ is

to celebrate the
creativity and

passion which our
young people bring

to Music and
Drama.

We are really proud of our young performers for their
diligent work on both nights and for all of the hours of
development and rehearsal that are needed in order to
make live performances successful. Music and Drama
experienced outside is a really special thing and we are
delighted that the event was so well attended by our
supportive community of parents, friends and peers.
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The Geography

students spent the
day collecting data at
the coastline to use
as evidence within

their Paper 3 exam in
Year 11.

Year 10 Geography Trip To
Walton on the Naze 

Early last month, some of our Year 10 Geographers undertook
fieldwork in Walton on the Naze. They spent the day collecting data
at the coastline to use as evidence within their Paper 3 exam in
Year 11. 

During the morning, we spent time around the Naze tower. In this
area, we completed field sketches to compare 2 locations and the
impact that sea defences are having on these areas of the
coastline. We also completed some outdoor classroom activities
focused on the physical Geography of the coastline and how this
affects erosion rates specifically in Walton.

During the afternoon, we walked from the Naze tower to the town. During this time, we
completed a land use survey, identifying what the land was being used for along the stretch of
the coastline. The students also completed groyne measurements. This involved measuring the
sand on either side of the groynes along the beach to determine whether longshore drift was
occurring and if  this has changed due to the differing sea defences along the coastline. 

As the students all worked really well during the day, there was some free time at the end of the
day on the beach for the students to enjoy the lovely weather we had! Chips, doughnuts, ice
creams and even slushies were consumed followed by fun and games on the beach. 

This fieldwork day was followed up by lessons in school to see whether our hypothesis was
proved to be correct. 

A huge thank you to Mr Macphail, Mr Buckman and Mr Corfield for joining the Geography staff to
make this trip so successful.
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Year 9 Enjoy Work Experience    
 With Parents

Students from Year 9 recently enjoyed some hands
on work experience with the schools' 'Go to Work
With Parents' Day' aimed to give them a practical
day learning about the real life working
environment.

Among the work experienced by the students,
Thomas spent the day landscaping with his Dad
gaining experience using different tools and
landscaping equipment, Charlie helped his Dad
build a swimming pool, Joshua spent a day working
with his Dad at Openreach, learning to strip, prepare
and splice 2 fibres together and Amber and Mia
gained experience working in a school.

Thank you to all of the parents  who helped to make
this happen, and to the students who worked so
hard.

Students gained real
life work experience

working in
landscaping, building
a swimming pool and
working in a school.
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Year 7 Camping Holiday To
Danbury 

 

Last month, 248 of our Year 7 students set off for 
 a week of camping in Danbury. The students
spent the sunny week taking part in various
outdoor activities including mountain biking,
canoeing, ariel trekking and archery, as well as
curriculum led activities in DT, PE, Science,
problem solving and orienteering.

Students built water rockets in DT, hunted for bugs
in science, read maps in orienteering, worked on
teamwork in problem solving and played various
sporting games in PE.

Throughout the week all students were involved in the racketball world cup, which took
place in the evenings, with team  ‘Weekend’ being crowned champions at the end of the
week.

On the Thursday evening, some of the students took part in the entertainment show in which
we saw singing, dancing and magic tricks! 

The week gave the students a chance to experience activities they may never have done
before, stay away from home, and end Year 7 on a positive high.

 

The week gave the students a
chance to experience

activities they may never have
done before, stay away from
home, and end Year 7 on a

positive high.
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Diversity Week Celebrations 

Assemblies and form
times which primarily
focused on the use of
language relating to

ethnicity and
appearance, and the

effects of micro
aggressions 

Students celebrated Diversity Week (20th-24th June) in school
with assemblies and form times which primarily focused on
the use of language relating to ethnicity and appearance, and
the effects of micro aggressions on a person's mental health. 

Students from Year 7 also created a Diversity
bunting to hang around the school and new
displays have been placed in the school
corridors around focused on diversity and
British values.
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 Year 10 Students Take Part in University         
 Scholars Programme 

The Stanway School has once again taken part in the
The Scholars Programme. The Programme enables
students in Year 10 to undergo a university style
course so that they are able to experience what it is
like.  

Students worked with Dr Gulizzi from the University
of Essex and explored - Architecture, Design, and
Feminism.

After completing the project, they also had the
opportunity to visit the University of Cambridge for a
tour and meet some current students to fully
understand what university is like.

Congratulations to the students who took part -
John, Freya, Shanice, Martha, Tilly, Alex, Daniel and
Molly.

 

Students worked
with Dr Gulizzi

from the
University of

Essex and
explored -

Architecture,
Design, and
Feminism.
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 Tunnocks Teacake Challenge

Students across Years 7 to 10 took part in our first
Tunnocks teacake DT Challenge. 

Two students from each year group and house
competed against each other to design and create a
scene using a teacake and other ingredients from
home. 

The theme given was "Under the Sea". They
thoroughly enjoyed this challenge and there were
some very creative entries, as you can see from the
winning photos. 

Well done to everyone who took part.

 

The challenge was
to design and
create a scene

using a teacake
and other

ingredients from
home for the

theme of 'Under
the Sea'.
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Congratulations to the following students who were invited to the final celebration breakfast of the
year in recognition of their consistent efforts in demonstrating Stanway Standards behaviour:

Year 7: Samiya, Jack, Bethany, Nico, Kai, Oliver, Beau, Martha, Joe, Molly, Maja, Ciaran, Olivia,
Russell, Oliver, Ole, Kareena, Frank, Maddison, Finley, Dolly, Edward, Sirus, Chloe, Cerys, Frazer, Lucy,
Bethany, Harry, Olivia, Tiago, Alicia, Noah, Oliver, Eloise, Ava, Hollie, Kerr, Andrew, Megan, Indy,
Kenneth, Junior, Daniel, Alex, Alberto, Ellie, Poppy, Harrison, Edward, Tyrese, Alfie, Lennox, Imogen,
Connor, Charlie, Wai Kit, Sophie, James, Ben, Leah, Pippa

Year 8: Katie-Lee, Madeleine, Daisy, Cameron, Taylor, Darcey, Cristelle, Henry, Lakeisha, Megan,
Gracie, Emilia, Benjamin, Finley, Liam, Hannah, Elizabeth, Harry, Charlie, Chloe, Olivia, Adelina,
Fraser, Ted, Elizabeth, Rosalie, Gareth, Hayley, Millie, Henry, Natalie, Lucy, Liam, Judy, Joshua, Josh,
Joshua, Finley, Max

Year 9: Tristian, Isabel, Milly, Lewis, Alex, Florence, Ryan, Ollie, Amelia, Holly, Jack, Isla, Sophie,
William, Ewan, Daisy, Chloe, Jake, Annabel, Mark, Grace, Lily, Asher, Charlie , Libby, Frank, Cameron,
Owen, Adam, Lacey, Maame, Ryan, Harriet, William, Sophia, Markantony, Hope, Tilly, Tegan, Nathan,
Faye, Lydia, Oscar, Amaya, Poppie, Sofiia, Zahra, Molly, Hannah, Ronnie, Caitlyn, Alicia, William,
Sadie, Macie, Ashton, Kaylee, Drew, Sophie, Toby, Tye, Thomas, Finlay

Year 10: Tess, Tyler, Zara, Leyton, Albert, Tyrees, Isla, Tiannan, Anastasia, Rowan, Alfie, Adam, Rose,
Lily, Liz, Scarlett, Eliana, Holly, Molly, Freddie, Ed, Charlie, Courtney, Liberty, Boo, Oliver, Jacob,
Grace, Ella, Isabella, Ruby, John, Daniel, Chloe, Georgia, Ethan, Minnie, Abby, Aaron, Adam, Jake,
Fred, Toby, Aidan, Ellie, Caiden, Olivia, Josh, Brooke, Max, Joshus, Lily, Emily, Chloe, Alfie
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Celebration Breakfasts

Stanway Standard behaviours
are: Proud, Responsible,

Considerate, Determined and
Respectful
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Platinum Jubilee Pageant Fun For Lilith 

 

Year 9 student Lilith recently took part in the Queen's
Platinum Jubilee Pageant and was even seen on TV.

Arriving early on the day at the Queen Elizabeth II Centre
opposite Westminster Abbey she started her rehearsals
in the street. Light drizzle luckily held off, saving her hair
and make up from being ruined.

In the early afternoon, the bells of Westminster Abbey
started ringing and the Pageant started.

The People's Pageant had categories of vehicles and
music genres from every decade that the Queen has
reigned - 1950s through to 2020s. Lilith was asked to
represent the New Romantics and Goths in the 1980s
category. Lilith was made one of the '80s bus monitors'
to ensure the vehicle stayed a safe distance of 10
metres behind one of the groups.

Lilith was
recognised 4

times on the way
home by people

who had seen her
live or on TV!

Music and directions were given via an earpiece, having to merge
people and vehicles in together safely, waving to the crowd behind pac
man, rubix cube and an aerobics troupe and in front of the 80s bus
carrying celebrities (Pete Waterman, Duncan Goodhew, Timmy Mallet,
Gary Davis, Tony Hadley etc). 

She walked up Whitehall, through the middle of Admiralty Arch and
along The Mall, round the stage of Buckingham Palace and then round
a second time for the finale. 

She was at the very front of the The Queen Victoria Memorial and was
able to see the Queen on the balcony on the big screen.

 

Lilith said the atmosphere and crowds were amazing and she was recognised 4 times on the
way home by people who had seen her live or on TV !
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North Essex Maths Olympiad Success For Year 7

 

Well done to the team -
Edward, Ole, Callum,
Dylan, Charlie, Harry,

Edward, Joe, Francesca,
Emma, Charlotte and

Summer

The North Essex Maths Olympiad (NEMO) for year 7 took
place at Clacton County High School in early July. 

12 of our Year 7 students were faced with three rounds of
Maths problem solving questions they needed to
complete, against the clock. They competed against five
different schools who also bought with them a number of
teams. The mathematicians who entered to represent
Stanway were Edward, Ole, Callum, Dylan, Charlie, Harry,
Edward, Joe, Francesca, Emma, Charlotte and Summer.

GCSE Art Clay Day
Last month, Year 10 GCSE Art students had a day to work on their clay sculptures for
the Natural Forms project. They learned different hand building techniques including
coil, pinch and slab techniques. All students made great progress and have made
some brilliant sculptures! 

All did very well - with one of our groups finishing in second place overall - one mark off
of first place! Well done to all who competed.
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Year 10 Taster Day

 

The aim of the day is to
start to get students to

think about their life once
they move on from The

Stanway School. 

Last month, our Year 10  students took part in a 'taster day' to sample life past
secondary school and into college. 

This involves students taking part in workshops provided by Essex Universities -
Make Happen Team, DWP and Aim Apprenticeships as well as having the
opportunity to try out a sample of A Level /Level 3 Btec lessons that are provided
by either Colchester Sixth Form College tutors or by Colchester Institute tutors.

The aim of the day is to start to get students to think
about their life once they move on from The Stanway
School. We want them to think about what they can
do in the future and how they are going to get there. 

Students this year were given a wide choice of
different A Level /Level 3 Btec lessons including
English, Psychology, Business, Childcare & Early Years
and Digital Media - with the Digital Media session
involving making the sound of bones breaking using
pasta and filming a news/weather segment using a
green screen.
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George's Mount Snowdon Climb for Charity 

 
Well done for

George and Gareth
on their respective

successes

Year 9 student George successfully climbed Mount Snowdon in aid of The Marfan
Trust, raising over £1,000!

George conquered both a fear of heights and overcame chronic travel sickness to
do the climb. He said the reason he decided to take on the challenge was to raise
money to support Marfans Trust, as his cousin has Marfan Syndrome and faces
challenges in her life daily. 

George hit the summit of the mountain in under 2 hours and was up and down in
under 4 hours - well done George! 

D

 

Well done to Year 8 student Gareth, who's London
East District division sea cadets had came second
in their rowing competition - keep up the good
work!

Sea Cadet Success For
Gareth 
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Here are some of the prom dresses ready to
be collected for this year's prom, thanks to
another successful 'Say Yes To The Prom
Dress' initiative.

Launched in 2019 and with the help of family
and friends of the school plus the power of
social media, we had over 200 dresses, suits
and accessories donated to us (some new and
some preloved), for our students to choose
their outfit from. Once done, we are then able
to offer to students from other Sigma Trust
schools.
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Say Yes To The Prom Dress Success 

Say Yes to The
Prom dress is not

about
affordability its

about
justification -
many cannot

justify spending
hundreds of

pounds on a suit
or dress for one

event, that's
where the

initiative steps in.

We believe everyone should go to prom if they
wish to. Say Yes to The Prom dress is not about
affordability its about justification - many cannot
justify spending hundreds of pounds on a suit or
dress for one event, that's where the initiative
steps in.

We do not charge for the use of the dress/suit,
however we do suggest a small donation to
cover the dry cleaning costs, and to support us
as a school with being able to continue offering
this service to future students. 

This year we have raised over £200 which is
incredible and will go towards ensuring the
program continues for years to come.

Thank you to everyone who has supported us.
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Earlier this year, our Year 10 Life Skills class undertook a challenge to develop
their chess-playing skills as part of their coursework. Some of the students
had never played chess before or even knew what the different pieces were
called or how they moved, so for them it was quite a steep learning curve!
Others had played chess a little bit and knew more or less how to play it
properly, whilst a few had played it quite a lot before. For this latter group, the
challenge was more about them learning more advanced tactics and gameplay
and trying to replicate established checkmate moves. They were also able to
teach the less knowledgeable students which helped to develop teamwork
skills.

As part of the project, they studied the history of chess and its links to India
and also learnt the names of the pieces in foreign languages. In addition, the
students found examples of weird and wonderful chess sets from down the
ages, some of which were rather expensive!
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Year 10 Life Skills - Chess Project

As part of the
project, they
studied the
history of

chess and its
links to India

and also learnt
the names of
the pieces in

foreign
languages. 

They used a great website called chess.com,
which enabled the beginners in the group to self-
teach and practice all aspects of basic
gameplay, but which also enabled the more
experienced students to independently develop
more advanced skills and tactics.

At the end of the project, they had a time limited
speed chess tournament finished off by a final
‘proper match’ between Brandon and Harry, with
Harry as the eventual winner.
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Earlier this month, Student Voice Week was held in school where students were
given the opportunity to raise suggestions and voice their concerns about the
school and how things can be improved.

Throughout the week, the student voice prefects teamed up with other groups
of prefects to conduct two interviewing days where students in the school
where asked questions on areas such as how bullying can be tackled and how 
 the learning environment within lessons could be improved. 

Year 10 student and Prefect, Tilly, explained: "The reason we did this was to
make sure that everyone's needs were being met and to hear things that could
make school even better. As a prefect team, we thought that we could get a lot
more information out of the students because it would be like them talking to
another student in the school and this worked very well."

The question sessions certainly gave lots of positive answers and will be fed
back to the school's Senior Leadership Team to be reviewed, summarised and a
plan written up to action as many of the ideas as possible. We will then
feedback to all students in the Autumn Term.
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Student Voice Week

The question sessions
certainly gave lots of

positive answers and will
be fed back to the

school's Senior
Leadership Team to be
reviewed, summarised
and a plan written up to
action as many of the

ideas as possible.

Alongside the student leaders session, every department also ran their own
student voice activity, where students were given questionnaires to complete and
tutor time discussions on questions the Year Teams wanted to ask. 

Next year we will be holding more parent voice sessions - look out for further
details at the start of the new year.
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Well done and congratulations to our amazing site team who were highly
commended in the 'Team of the Year' category at the recent Essex Teaching
Awards, which aims to highlight and celebrate the positive impact that those
who work in schools have on the lives of children and young people across
Essex.
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Site Team Awarded 

It was  great to see
them talking to

others in the local
community that are

going through
something similar
and enjoying their

social time. We are
looking forward to
another meet up at
the start of the next

academic year.

Earlier this month, our two Ukrainian students went
to St Helena School for a ‘meet up’ with other
Ukrainian refugees from local schools. There were 17
students from the local area that came along,
including a volunteer Year 9 student at Stanway
School who acted as interpreter. Students took part
in fun activities, including cake decorating and
jewellery making.  

They have all gone through difficult times recently
and many of them have joined schools knowing very
little English. It was therefore great to see them
talking to others in the local community that are
going through something similar and enjoying their
social time. We are looking forward to another meet
up at the start of the next academic year.

 

Ukrainian Student Meet Up
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Staff Farewells 

Wishing all of
our staff who
are moving on

the best of luck
in their new

ventures

With the end of school year, the time also comes to bid fond farewells to some of our
teaching staff. This year, that includes Ms Clarke in Science who is retiring after 24 years
at the school, and Mr Castro, also in Science, who leaves us to return to Spain.

Everyone at The Stanway School wishes the best of luck in their new ventures to the
following:

Mr Saiz to Run The London Marathon 
Good luck to Mr Saiz, who will be running  the London Marathon on Sunday 2nd
October for St Helena Hospice in memory of his Aunt.

He has set up a JustGiving page for donations -
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/Damien-Saiz3 

Two thirds of the funding the hospice needs, to provide care and support, are from
donations and without the generosity of the local community, it would not exist.
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Sports Day 
On Wednesday afternoon (13th July), the whole school was out on the field watching the
culmination of the 2022 sports day. During AM registrations the week before, all of the field
events plus the 800m and 1500m were completed. This left the remaining track events,
obstacle race and tug of war. 

Coming into the afternoons events, Gainsborough held a commanding lead over Nightingale,
often the team leading at the halfway point is not the team that end up the winners. All the
other houses were hoping that this would be the case this year. 

Coming out to the tune of 'Sweet Caroline' and opening with the Yr 10 dancers, the afternoon's
entertainment began. The whole event was fiercely contested with some great individual
performances from each house but also the performers showed a great team spirit
congratulating the winners at the end of the races. Cheered on by their houses, the
competitors rose to the challenge and in hot weather conditions performed admirably. It was
great to see so many students taking part and showing the rest of the school their talents. The
crowd played their part spurring on the runners to raise their game. 

We saw some of the previous records fall this year with most coming in the long jump. School
records were broken in the Year 7 boys (Richard), Year 8 boys (Archie), Year 8 girls (Amelie),
Year 9 boys (Lain), Year 10 boys (Joe ) and year 10 girls (Jess ). We also saw a record tumble
on the track with the year 8 girls 100m (Amelie ).

Going into the relays it was all to play for, who would win? With the whole school sitting and
waiting in anticipation for the results to be announced it was GAINSBOROUGH HOUSE who
took the title and became the 2022 Champions! 

Well done to all those who took part and helped to make it such a great sporting event.  

Year Group Results:
Year 7 Shakespeare
Year 8 Gainsborough
Year 9 Gainsborough
Year 10 Wellington
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District Athletics:

 ‘Remember all things are possible for those who believe’ - Gail Devers

Earlier this term, 45 students from the school headed to Colchester Garrison Track to compete against
17 different schools in NEESSA Athletics Championships. 

After a very successful Partnership Athletics where The Stanway School placed 2nd out of 10 schools
from the Colchester area, The Stanway Athletics team went into the District Athletic feeling very
confident and with a large amount of energy to achieve another impressive result. 

The Championships started with the 100m sprints and multiple different field events, and the team
were very quick to pick up their first gold medals, with Maya and Edward in Year 7 both winning Shot
Put with some ginormous throws. The success continued with all 100m sprinters qualifying for the
finals, with our stand out sprinter being Reuben in Year 10, with an impressive 11.56 seconds race!
Amelie (YR8) then collected her first medal of the day, winning the 200m final, with  Lain (YR9) and
Jess (YR10) both finishing 2nd in their finals! 

By early afternoon, St Benedicts Catholic College were leading overall, ahead of Philip Morant and The
Stanway School in third place by 2 points!  

Away from the track,  Year 8 student Archie  jumped a massive 1.65 metres in the High Jump and Lucy
(YR10) jumped an impressive 8.85m in Triple Long Jump, Bobby (YR7) won boys Long Jump and
Amelie (YR8) won her second gold medal in the girls event!  

By now, Stanway School were in second place ahead of Philip Morant School and the long distance
running events started with success for Luke (YR8), Rachel (YR10) and Ben and Ella (both YR7). 

The tide had turned against us by now, giving Philip Morant a 3 point advantage going into the relay,
which left us in a close battle for second place. Each year had two time trial races, which meant the
quickest time over the two races took the glory. Going into the Relay, the team knew that they were
close to achieving the best score and position the school had ever achieved in the District School
Athletics! All the relay runners were focused and ready to give their all! Year 7 & 8 boys both finished
their races in 2nd place beating Philip Morant. 

Heading into the last four racers the tension around the track was building, there was lots to play for in
these races! It was the Year 9s turn! Going into some tough races with other students winning the
100m and 200m sprints they knew it wasn't going to be easy! But the girls got together and ran a
smooth race to finish 3rd overall and the boys matched the girls with a 3rd place too. 
Up stepped the Year 10 girls, a very quick heat. They had managed to come 2nd beating Philip Morant
before the Year 10 boys took to the track. This is the race that everyone builds up for -  

these are some of the quickest runners from the area! And it did not disappoint! The  boys blew away
the competition in their heat, winning by 15 metres and finishing 2nd overall.  An incredible finish to the
day! 

Once all the events had finished and all the rubber had been burnt on the track, we awaited the final
results…. the scores came in - out of 18 schools from the local area we had placed an impressive 2nd
place! Which is our highest position ever in the competition. Only to be beaten by a strong St’ Benedicts
athletics team. A fantastic achievement - well done to the whole team!
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